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ON THE RANK AND THE CRANK MODULO 4 AND 8

RICHARD LEWIS AND NICOLAS SANTA-GADEA

Abstract. In this paper we prove some identities, conjectured by Lewis, for the

rank and crank of partitions concerning the modulo 4 and 8. These identities

are similar to Dyson's identities for the rank modulo 5 and 7 which give a

combinatorial interpretation to Ramanujan's partition congruences. For this,

we use multisection of series and some of the results that Watson established

for the third order mock theta functions.

1. Introduction

Let n denote an integer partition with the parts arranged in nonincreasing

order. Dyson [Dl] defined the "rank" of a partition as the difference between

the largest part of the number of parts. Denoting by N(m, t, n) the number

of partitions of n with rank congruent to m modulo /, he conjectured several

relations between the numbers N(m, t, kn + s) when t = k = 5 and when

t = k — 7, which were proved by Atkin and Swinnerton-Dyer [A-S]. Of special

importance are the following relations

(1) A(0, 5, 5«+ 4) = A(l, 5, 5/1 + 4) = ••• = A(4, 5, 5« + 4),

(2) A(0,7,7/z + 5) = A(l,7, In + 5) = ••• = A(6, 7, In + 5)

since they provide a combinatorial interpretation to Ramanujan congruences

[Ra], viz. p(5« + 4) = 0  (mod 5) and p(ln + 5) = 0  (mod 7).
Dyson also conjectured the existence of a partition statistic, similar to the

rank, which could be used to divide the partitions of 11 n + 6 into eleven equal

classes, and he even gave a name to this partition statistic: "crank." Denoting

by M(m, t, n) the number of partitions of n whose crank is congruent to m

(mod/), he conjectured

(3) M(m,t,n) = M(t-m,t,n),

(4) M(0, 11, 11«+ 6) = M(\, 11, lln + 6) = ■■■ = A7(6, 11,11/2 + 6)

as well as other relations for the crank modulo 11.

Garvan [Gl, G2] discovered a protocrank. He defined certain "vector parti-

tions" and assigned to each such partition a "rank." Denoting by Nv(m, t, n)

the weighted count of the vector partitions of n with rank congruent to m
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(mod t), he showed

(5) Nv(m, t, n) = Nv(t-m, t, n),

(6) A„(0, 11, 11/1 + 6) = A„(1, 11, 11/2 + 6) = •■■ = A„(6, 11, 11«+ 6).

Garvan's protocrank not only satisfies (6) but also Statements equivalent to

(1) and (2) which provide another combinatorial interpretation to Ramanujan's

congruences.

Recently, Andrews and Garvan [A-G], discovered the crank whose existence

has been conjectured by Dyson. For a partition n , A(n) denotes the largest

part, v(n) denotes the number of ones, and ß(n) the number of parts larger

than v(n). The crank of n , denoted by c(n), is defined as follows

A(n), when u(n) = 0,

1 p(n) - u(n),     otherwise.

Lately, Garvan, Kim, and Stanton [G-K-S] have found a new partition statis-

tic (which they also call crank) which not only explains combinatorially all the

previously mentioned Ramanujan's congruences, but also some generalizations

of these congruences which were stated by Ramanujan.

The purpose of this paper is to prove some conjectures stated by Lewis [LI,

L2], concerning the rank and the crank of a partition with respect to the modulo

4 and 8. Similar relations were proved by Garvan [G2] and Lewis [LI ], but those

relations concern the modulo 5 and 7. Lewis's statements are the following:

(8) A(2,4,2«) = Af(l,4,2«),      for all « > 1,

(9) A(0, 4,2«+ 1) = M(l,4, 2«+ 1),      for all « > 1,

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

M(\, 8,4«) = Af(3,8,4«) = A(2, 8,4«) = A(4, 8,4«),

for all « > 1,

M(0, 8, 4«+ 1) + A7(1, 8, 4« + l)

= Af(3, 8,4«+l) + Af(4, 8,4« + l)

= A(l,8,4«+1) + A(2,8,4«+1)

= A(3, 9, 4« + 1 ) + A(4, 8, 4N + 1 ),      for all « > 0,

M(\, 8,4« + 2) = Af(3, 8,4« + 2) = A(2, 8, 4«+ 2)

= A(0, 8, 4« + 2), for all « > 0,

M(0, 8,4« + 3) + Af(l, 8, 4«+ 3)

= 71/(3, 8, 4« + 3) + M(A, 8, 4« + 3)

= A(0,8,4« + 3) + A(l, 8, 4«+ 3)

= A(2,8,4« + 3) + A(3, 8, 4«+ 3),      for all «>0,

(14) A(3, 8,4«) = M(2, 8, 4«),      for all « > 1,

(15) A(3, 8,4«+l) = Af(2,8,4«+l),      forall«>0,

(16) A(l, 8, 4«+ 2) = M(2, 8, 4«+ 2),      for all «>0,

(17) A(l, 8,4« + 3) = Af(2, 8, 4«+ 3),      for all « > 0.
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Equations (8) and (9) have been proved by Lewis [L2]. To do this Lewis

uses similar methods to the ones devised by Atkin and Swinnerton-Dyer [A-

S] to prove Dyson's conjectures, concerning the rank modulo 5 and 7. In our

proof we only use a convenient partial fraction decomposition followed by a

multisection of series, and all this leads to one of the relations for the third

order mock theta functions established by Watson in [W]. Equations (14) to

(17) are proved in a similar way, and for the equalities involving only the rank

in equations (10) and (13), we use the same method but at the end we have to
prove a theta identity.

The equalities involving only the crank in ( 10) to ( 13) were proved by Garvan

[G3]. The equalities in (10) and (12) that relate the rank and the crank follow

from (8), (9), and some simple observations about the rank and the crank, as

noted by Lewis [L2]. Using an observation from Lewis [LI] we will prove the

equalities relating the rank and the crank in (11) and (13).

Our methods can be extended to prove all of Lewis' conjectures [LI]; these

results will appear in a forthcoming paper by one of us. Some of the results of

this paper are contained in one of the authors' doctoral thesis [S].

Note. For the summation symbols we will use the following conventions

OO OO

£=£•    £=   E   •
n n=-oo njtO      n=-oo(nji0)

2.  PRELIMINARY RESULTS

In this section we present most of the results that will be needed to prove

equations (8) to (17). The following theorem appears in Riordan's book [Ri, p.
131],

Theorem 1. If f(q) is the generating function for the coefficients A„ , so

OO

f(q) = YA*1H*
«=o

and Ç is a primitive t-root of I, then

OO .    Í-1

Y Alm+rq'm+r = - £<*'-'> W?) •

m=0 k=0

Next, we generalize equation (6.2) from Atkin and Swinnerton-Dyer [A-S].

For a, b positive integers, define

Sb(a,a) = Y-¡-ZTaTn-■

Writing -« for « we have

(18) Sb(a,a) = -Sb(a,b-\-a).

Also we need the generating function for N(m, t, «), given by

~ 1 „ (-\\nan(ln+\)l2Tamn   ,  Q(t-m)n-i

(i9)    £*(,„,,, „)i« = ?-ir£L_yj?— y +«—i.
«=0 {q>q,oon¿0 l      q
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From (19) it is clear that

(20) N(m,t,n) = N(t-m,m, n).

We also need the following results, established by Andrews and Garvan [A-G]

(21) M(m, n) = Nv(m, n),     for all « > 1.

(22) M(m, t, n) = Nv(m, t, «),      for all « > 1.

A combinatorial proof of (21) has been found by Dyson [D2].

Note. Examining (8) to (17) we notice that M(m, t,n) can be replaced by

Nv(m, t, n) in all the equations, since the only problem that could arise would

be in (11) or (15), with « = 0. In both cases this can be overcome since, for

instance, A„(2, 8,1) = A(3, 8,1) = M(2, 8, 1) = 0 and the new version
of (15) holds. We also notice that Lewis used Dyson's crank (defined in [D2]),

which is slightly different from the Andrews-Garvan crank. With Dyson's crank

equations (8) to (17) hold for all « > 0.
Next, we need the generating function for Nv(m, n) which is equation (7.20)

of [Gl]

OO . OO

(23) YN"(m> n)q" = rT-£(-l)"-y(""1)/2+'l|m|(1 -q").

n=o W>°° «=i

Using equality (23) Santa-Gadea [S] proved that the generating function for

Nv(m, t, n) is given by

°° 1 /    i \nnn(n+\)l2\nmn   ,   n(t-m)n-\

(24)   ^,l,,if34-i:1 -'>« ,j« +«—i.

From [W] we need the following definitions and results, concerning the third

order mock theta functions:

(25) f(q) = T—-_=_-_V(-1) q _—
( ]       ng) t0(-q>qK   («;«)«r    l+qn    '

(26) fo{q) = Yf     ?     „   =r-^Y{     ,       ,

, »     v^     Q"1 1        ^ (-l)nq6n^n+x^x

(27)     ^^éwrwT¥ü^ i-V •

2fo(-q)f(q) = f(q) + 4y(-q) = fo(-q) + 2y/(-q)
(28) (q;q)cloc = n2(q).

(-Q\Q)l

Equation (28) is only one of the many relations that Watson [W] proved using

the following theorem

Theorem 2. Let r be any integer and let a, ß and y, be any constants such

that
Mß-7)M7-a)ux(a-ß)^0.
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Then

(29)
e{2r-X)izûi(0)

û2(z - a)û2(z - ß)u2(z - y)

p2mi(2a-ß-y)+(2r+\)ia
_2   V~*   V"V_1 \m+ram(im+l)+2mr

ûx(a - ß)ux(a - y)(e2iz + q^e2ia)
a,p ,y   <n

where ûx(z), û2(z) denote ûx(z, q) and û2(z, q), defined by

ßx(z,q) = -*y/VV; q2)°o(e2izq2; q2U(e'2iz ; q2U,

û2(z, q) = ql/4eiz(q2 ; <?2)oo(-*2,V ; q2U(-e-2iz ; q2)x

with q = exp(/r).

We also need equation (7.15) of Garvan [Gl] which can be restated in terms

of bilateral series as follows

(30)    q-*)(i-z-')V    (-0V("+1)/2    =_(iuiL_
[W)      (l     ZK1 )2^l_{z + z-X)qn+q2n      (zq-q^z-^q-qW

From Hickerson [H] we need the following notation and results. He defines

j(x, q) (for x t¿ 0 and \q\ < 1) as follows:

j(x, q) = (x; q)00(q/x; q)x(q; q)oc

(31) _ y^^_^ngn(n-l)/2xn

oo

and uses the following notation

Ja,m=j(qa,qm),      la,m=j(-q\qm),      Jm = Jm,3m = (qm;qm)o0.

In the same paper Hickerson proves several relations for j(x, q). We need the

following result which follows letting y = x in Theorem 1.1 of [H]

(32) j2(x, q) = j(-x2 , q2)j(-q, q2) - xj(-x2q, q2)j(-\, q2).

Next, we quote Theorem (1.1) of [A-H]:

Theorem 2. If « is a positive integer, 0 < \q\ < 1, and x / 0, then

n-l

(33) j(x, q) = Y(-l)k^k{k~l)/2xkJ[(-l)"+lqn{n~l)/2+knxn,qn2].

k=0

In particular if « = 2 we obtain

(34) j(x, q) = j(-x2q, q4) - xj(-x2q3, q4).

Finally we need the following theorem, which is Theorem (4.1) of Santa-

Gadea [S]

Theorem 3. If \q\ < I, z ^ 0, 1, -1, i, -i, then

1 ^ (-l)n(-q)3n(-n+X)/2 _J_y. (-l)"g3n(n+l)/2

(35)   (~q>-q)°° n       i + z2<72"     +(q;q)oo^    i-z¥"

_ 2(q*;q*)200(-q2;q2)O0(-z2q;q4)0O(-z-2qi;q4)0O

;i - z4)(q* ; q2)oo(zUA ; q*)oo(z-4q4 \ q4)c
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Proof. Equation ( 1 ) of [J] can be rewritten as follows.

"(£-3k +£3«+3) _ Z4«(£-3"+l +£3n+2)
V(-i)V"("+1)/2

(36)
l-z^ + ^-^ + z2?2"

tP(¥,q) V (-l)V"C+')/2 P(Z, q)P(? , q)(q ; q)2x
P(Ç,q)   4-       l-z<7« 7J(z^-i,^)7'(z,í7)P(z^í)

where

7>(z, <?) = (1 - z)(zq; qU^'q; q)oo = fcil.
J\

Letting í = / in (36) we first notice that

(£-3» + £3»+3) _ zgn,ç-3n+\ + £3«+2)

(37) = i3"[(-i)" - i - zq"(-l)ni + zqn]

= i3n[(-\)n - i][l + (-l)nzq"\.

But,
i3n[(-l)" - /] = (1 - i)(-l)3"("+,)/2,      for all «.

Thus the left-hand side of (36) becomes

(-\)"{-q)3n(H+lV2[l + (-\)nzqn]

(38) L = (l-i)£
1 + z2q2n

Meanwhile, the right-hand side of (36) equals

(39)        R=iP(-Uq)y^(-\)nq'n(n+X)l2  |    P(i, «)/»(-!, <?)(<? ; q)l

P(i,q) 1 - zq" P(-zi,q)P(z,q)P(zi,q)-

Replacing z by -z in (38) and (39) and adding the resulting equations to

(38) and (39), respectively, we obtain

(40)

(-l)"(-g)3^+U/2 _ 2iP(-\,q) ^ (-1)V("+1)/2

1        j¿- l + z2*?2" P(i,q)     L>      1

+
/>(/, ?)/>(-!, íKíí^i 1 1

+

z2<72"

P(z,î)      P(-z,q)P(-zi,q)P(zi,q)

The result follows after some simplifications if we use

(41) j(z,q) + j(-z,q) = 2j(-z2q,q4)

3. The rank and the crank modulus 4

To prove (8) and (9) we first place Af(l,4,2«) by A„(l,4,2«) and
M(l,4,2« + 1) by #„(1,4,2/! + 1). Moreover, as A(2,4,0) = 0 =
Nv(l, 4, 0) and A(0, 4, 1) = 1 = #„(1,4, 1), we can rewrite (8) and (9)
as follows

(42) A(2,4, 2«) = A„(l,4, 2«),      for all «>0.

(43) A(0,4,2«+l) = A„(l,4,2« + 1),      for all «>0.
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The generating function for A(2, 4, «) is equal to

(•_iyi9n(3rj+l)/2. 2ç2/i
*{£,*, n,q   = ^-¿^

«=0

(44) ,

455

E 1 -q4n

A'(q)-B'(q)

(-l)y(3"+')/2 _ ^ t-\)nqn(in+l)ll

L^d 1 _ n2n ~~ 2^i\-q
n¿0

i + q In

where

A'(q) =
(q)c

Y
«^0

(_l)«^n(3n+l)/2

\-q

since

\-q In

2(q)c E
«^0

(_l)"^n(3"+l)/2

l+q"

1 1
+

\+qn      \-qn

and from (18) Sx(?>, 0) = 0. Here we define

B'(q) =
1

(<7)c
E

(_l)"^"(3n+l)/2

l + qIn

Similarly, we find that the generating function for A(0, 4, n) is equal to

¿^(o,4,^=^v'-"""-7"/V"+^
(45) K=0

1   +
1

(?)c

+ A'(q) + B'(q)

where the last line follows by partial fraction decomposition and the fact that

Si(l,0) = 0.
On the other hand the generating function for A„(l, 4, «) is equal to

YNM,4,n)q"'YtRnqni"+1)/2'{qn + q3n)

n=0
(q)c

njiQ
1 -q4n

(46) (q)

1      y> (_l^qn(n+l)/2qn

n¿0
\-q In

1        ^(-l)"g"("+1>/2'2(q)7-^~
n¿0

1 +qn

-C'(q).

We define A(q), B(q) and C(q) respectively to be the same as A'(q),

B'(q) and C'(q) respectively except the term corresponding to « = 0 in the

summation part has been added; i.e. A = A' + l/4(<7)°°, B = B' + \/2(q)ca

and C = C + l/4(q)°°.   Now we can express the generating function for

A(2,4,«)-A„(l,4, «) as follows
00

(47) Dx(q) = £[A(2, 4, «) - A„(l, 4, «)]<?" = A(q) - B(q) + C($).
n=0
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Also, the generating function for 7V(0, 4, «)-A„(l, 4, «) can be written as

follows
OO

(48) D2(q) = £[A(0, 4, «) - A„(l, 4, n)]qn = A(q) + B(q) + C(q) - 1.

n=0

In terms of the corresponding generating functions (42) is equivalent to the

fact that Dx(q) is odd, while (43) is equivalent to saying that D2(q) is an even

function. Therefore to prove (42) and (43) we only need to show, respectively,

(49) A(q) - B(q) + C(q) = -A(-q) + B(-q) - C(-q),

(50) A(q) + B(q) + C(q) = A(-q) + B(-q) + C(-q).

Adding (49) and (50) side by side we obtain,

(51) A(q) + C(q) = B(-q)

and (51) is equivalent to (49) and (50) together.
Now, by (25), (26) and the definitions for A(q) and B(q)

(52)

(53)

A(q) =

B(q) =

1

2(q)c

1

(q)oc

n

E!

(_l)«^n(3«+l)/2

l+q"

_l)«g«(3n+l)/2

l+q In

f(q)
4

h(q)

On the other hand, by equation (3.35) of [A]

(54) C(q) =
1

2(î)c E
(_l)»g»(»+D/2 {q.q)c

l + q" 4(-q;q)lc'

Replacing (52) to (54) in (51) we obtain (28). Therefore, (42) and (43) are
true, and so are (8) and (9).

4. The rank modulus 8

Now, we prove the equalities involving only the rank in equations ( 10) to ( 13).

We start studying the generating functions for the corresponding differences.

The generating function for A(2, 8, «) - A(4, 8, «) equals

(55)

but,

ao(q) =
1     s-^(-\)nqn^n+x)l2(q2n+q("1-2q4n)

(9)c
E
«5¿0

l-<7 8«

q2n + q6n 2q4« j2ni \-q 2n\2 1 1
\-qin (I - q2n)(l + q2n)(l + q4n)      l+q4n      1 + q2n

and in the summation we can include the term which corresponds to « = 0

since this equals 0. Therefore (55) becomes

ao(q) =
1

(56)
(q)c

(-l)»git(3iH-l)/2        I

2^ 1 4- n*n 2l+q (q)c
Y

(_l)"í"(3«+l)/2

l + qIn

= L(q) - MQ)
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where

Similarly, using partial fractions decomposition, the generating function for

A(0, 8, «) - A(2, 8, «) can be written as follows

(57) a2(q) = L(q) + ^ - 1.

Now, the generating function for 7V(1, 8, n) + A(2, 8, «) - A(3, 8, «) -
A(4, 8, n) is given by

(58)
1     ^(-l)"qn(3n+xV2(qn+qln+q2n+q(>"-q3" - q5n - 2q4n)

0,(,)"5CS-^-'

Using (18) we notice that 5g(3, 1)+ S8(3, 6) = 0, 58(3, 3)+ S8(3, 4) = 0,
S8(3, 7) = -5g(3, 0), S8(3, 2) = -S8(3, 5) ; so we can rewrite (58) as follows

1 (-i)V(3W+i)/2(_1+2g2"-g4,)
(59)    ai(')=(^S—^—

but,

-\+2q2n-q4n (\-q2n)2 q2" 1

1-tf8" (I - q2")(l + q2")(l + q4n)      l+q4"      l+q2"'

Noticing that in the summation we can include the term which corresponds
to n = 0 since this equals 0, we obtain

(60) ax{q) = H{q)-*M.

where
1      v^(-l)»9»(3»+D/2g2«

H{q) = Ü)Z\-TT^-•
Similarly, the generating function for A(0, 8, «)+N( 1, 8, «) - A(2, 8, «)-

A(3, 8, «) is equal to

(61) a3(q) = H(q) + ^ - I.

By Theorem (1) if f(q) = Y.Anqn , then

OO .

(62) Y A4"q4n = 4 !/(«) + /("« ) + /('«) + /(-'«)] >

OO -

(63) E^+i^' = 4Í/(í) - f(-q) - 'f(iq) + if(-iq)],

OO <

(64) J] A4n+2q4n+2 = 4[/(?) + /(-«) - f(iq) - f(-iq)],
n=0

oo .

(65) YA4"+iq4n+' = 4WW - K-q) + '/('«) - W-*«)] ■
w=0
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Using (62) to (65) we can state the equalities for the rank in equations (10)

to (13) in terms of the generating functions for the corresponding differences,

which are given by ao(q), ax(q), a2(q) and aj(q). Thus, we obtain

(66) a0(q) + a0(-q) + a0(iq) + a0(-iq) = 0,

(67) ax(q) - ax(-q) - iax(iq) + iax(-iq) = 0,

(68) a2(q) + a2(-q) - a2(iq) - a2(-iq) = 0,

(69) a3(q) - ai(-q) + ia3(iq) - ia3(-iq) = 0.

Now ao(q), ax(q), a2(q) and a3(q) can be written in terms of <f>3(q),

L(q) and H(q). If we do so then (68) to (71) become

(70)

(7i;

(72)

(73)

4>i(q) + fo(-q) + Miq) + fo(-iq)
= 2[L(q) + L(-q) + L(iq) + L(-iq)],

fo(q) - fo(-q) - ifo(iq) + ifo(-iq)
= 2[H(q) - H(-q) - iH(iq) + iH(-iq)],

h(q) + fo(-q) - fo(iq) - 4>i(-iq)
= 2[-L(q) - L(-q) + L(iq) + L(-iq)],

h(q) - fo(-q) + ifa(iq) - ifo(-iq)
= 2[-H(q) + H(-q) - iH(iq) + iH(-iq)].

Equations (70) to (73) represent a system of 4 equations with 4 unknowns

((f>3(q), 4>-i(-q), 4>i(iq) and 4>3(-iq)). But these unknowns are related to each
other in such a way that if we determine one of them all the others can be found

by a change of variable. If we add (70) to (73) side by side we obtain

(74) 4>3(q) = L(iq) + L(-iq) - iH(iq) + iH(-iq).

Therefore, if we show the truth of (74) then the equalities for the rank in

(10) to (13) are true. To facilitate our work we replace q by iq in (74) to

obtain

Uiq) = [L(q) + iH(q)] + L(-q) - iH(-q)]
1 ^ (_l)"?«(3«+l)/2

(q;q)oo^     (l-iq2n)

1 (_l)3«(«+l)/2^n(3«+l)/2

(75) (-q;-q)oc^       (i + iq

i „ (_l)n^3n(3«+l)/2

_ 2^        M 4- in2n\

2n)

(q;q)oo^    (i + iq2

i (_l)3«(«-l)/2^3«(3«+l)/2

"(-i;-«)«? O-"?2")

where the last line is obtained writing -« for « .
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Therefore, if we define

1 *-^ (-l)nain(n+l)/2

(76) ^) = 7^k-E((q;q)oc^       l-iq2n

1 v^ (-l)»fl3n(n+I)/2

(77) N(q) = ,     \    Y {        q . ,-
V    ' yi     (q;q)oo^       l + iq2"

and multiply (75) by i, we obtain that (74) is equivalent to

(78) ifo(iq) = M(-q) - N(q).

To prove (78) we first establish some other relations among M(q), N(q)

and some of the third order mock theta functions. Now, if in Theorem 3 we let

z2 = -/, we obtain

M(-„\ X Ntn\ - ^ > ̂ 4)^(~^ ' 92)oo(ÍQ > g4)ooHV \ g4)°o

(79) M(   q) + NW- (-q4;q4)Uq2;q2U

= (-q2;q4)lj(iq,q4) = nx(q).

Replacing q by —iq in (28) and multiplying the resulting relation by i, we

obtain after transposing some terms

(80) ifo(iq) = ~2iy/(iq) + ill2(-iq).

Replacing (79) and (80) in (78) we find that proving (78) is equivalent to

proving

(81) -2iy/(iq) + if\2(-iq) = Ylx(q) - 2N(q).

Or equivalently (replacing q by -q and then q by qx/2)

(82) 2[ii/,(-iqx'2) - N(-qx'2)] = iU2(iqx'2) -Ilx(-qx'2).

If in Theorem (2) we let r = 1, z = 0, a = n/4, ß = 7i/4 + 7tt/2 ,
y = x/4+nr/4 (where q = exp(27tT)). Then the left-hand side of (29) becomes

¿>',(0)

(83) L     d2(n/A)û2(nlA + nx/2)d2(nlA + nxlA)

since $2 is an even function. On the other hand, since ûx is an odd function,

we find that the right-hand side becomes

(84)
¿3/2

R = -2
ûx(m/2)t)x(m/4)

(_l)w^3m(m+l/2) (_ j jmq3{m+l/2)(m+\)

2^ 1 _i_ ¡n2m + Z^~       1 4- in2m+\1 + iq2m -^        1 + iq2

2pl2qxl4

+ [di(JTT/4)]2

(_l)m^3m(w+l)+l/2

2^ 1 + iq2m+l/2

If in (77) we replace q by -q and then q by qxl2 we have

N(-qx'2)(-qx/2 ; V/2)oo = E x + iqn-

(     ' (_l)mi3(2m(2m+l))/4 (_l)ro?3(2m+l)(2m+2)

- 1^~       1 + iq2m        '     1^ r+Tq2^1
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where in the last line we are using the fact that if« = 2m + r,/* = 0orl, then

« + 3«(« + l)/2 = m  (mod2).
Replacing q by -iq in (27) and using the facts that i4' = 1 and 6«(« +1) =

0  (mod 12) we obtain

(86) ¥(-iq)(q4 ; q4)oo = -i Y {   /'        ,      ■
n "

Replacing q1/2 for q in (86) and multiplying by /',

(87) t>HV/V;g2)oo = E( iVW   •
n

If we replace all these results in (29) and multiply the whole equation by

i-3l2q-xl4[ùx(m/4)]2 we obtain

r3'2û[(0)û2(nT/4)q-x/4

d2(n/4)û2(n/4 + m/2)û2(n/4 + m/4)

(88) 2N(-qx'2)q-x'4ûx(nr/4)(-qx'2; -q1'2)^

Mnr/2)
+ 2iy/(-iqxl2)(q2;q2U.

But, as a resuit on p. 70 of [W],

(89) q-l/4Mnr/4)(-qx/2;-ql/2)oo _ , 2. q2]

(89) MnY/2) -W.«)«-

Multiplying (88) by /2_1 and using (89) we find after some reductions that

2[iy/(-iqx'2) - N(-qx'2)]

_ i-i'2û[(0)û2(nT/4)q~x/4

(90) - u2(n/4)ß2(n/4 + nx/2)d2(n/4 + nx/4)J2

(-l+iKqWiqW&Xiq1'2^2)

(q2; q2)oo(q;q)oc

Comparing (90) with (82) we realize that we only need to prove that the right-

hand sides of these equations are equal. Replacing q by q2 in both expressions

we obtain

(91) in2(iq)-nx(-q) = tl±Jlß^.

From (28) we know

Tj(g\ = M' q)°° _ to ; g)co(-g2;g4)œ(-g4; q4)Io

(92)

(~q;q)l~ (q4\q4)lo

j\q,q4)(q2;q4)l(-q2;q4)l(-q4;q4)

n
j\q,q4)(q2\q

2.   n*\
OO

n
where the last line follows from

(-q2 ; q4)lo(q2 ; q4)l(-q4 ; q4)l = (q4 ; q*)U -q4 ; <?4)2oo = i •
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Replacing (92) and (79) in (91) we obtain

ip(iq,q4)(-q2;q4)

(93)

2 . „4\2

Jl
j(-iq,q*)(-q¿;q*)

_ (-l + i)J2j(iq,q4)

J2J¡,

Multiplying (93) by -ij(-iq, q4)oo[(-q2; q4)™]'2 and using

j(iq,q4)j(-iq,q4)

(94) = (iq ; q4U(-iq ; q^-iq3 ; q4U(iq3 ; <?4)oo/42

= (~q2 ; <78)oo(-<76 ; <78)oo/42 = (~q2 ; i4)oo/42

we can rewrite (93) as follows

(95) j\iq, q*) + ij¿(-iq, q«) = (! + *)-
(~q2;q4)ocJ2.

If in (32) we replace q by q4 and let x = iq and x = -iq, respectively,

we obtain

j2(iq,q4) + ij2(-iq,q4)

(96) = (1 + i)[j(q2 , q*)j(-q4 , q%) - qj(q6, q*)j(-1, qs)]

= (1 + i)J2,t[J*,S - 9^0,8] = (1 + i)h,%J\,2

where the last line follows from (34) when q is replaced by q2 and we set

x - q.
To complete our proof we only need to show that the right-hand sides of (95)

and (96) are equal, but from definition

¿2,8/1,2 = (q2; tf8)co(<76; ̂ Wsttf, tf2)2^

(97) = (q2\q4)o0hJx(q;q2)ooJ2(-q2\q4) =        J*JX2

U-q2;q4)oc (-q2;q4)ooJ2'

From all these we conclude that the equalities for the rank in equations (10)
to (13) are true.

5. The rank and the crank modulo 8

To prove (14) to (17) we first need the generating function of A„(2, 8, «)

which is equal to

00 1 l    \\n/1n{n+l)/2 . In2n   ,  n(>n\

n=0
1 -q*

(98) 1

2(q)c

(_1)«gn(>i-H)/2 ^ ,_^nqn{n+l)/2

Z-* 1 _ n2n / '
_nji0

C(q)     D'(q)
2 2

where C'(q) was defined in (46) and

l-q2
n¿0

1 +q2n

D'(q)
1

(q)c

(_l)nqn(n+\)/2

2^       l+q2"
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The generating function for A(3, 8, «) is

VAÍ3   8   n)a"-     1    V (-1)"<7"(3"+1)/2 • (<73* + q5n)

igg\ "=° "¿°
1     y. (-l)"g"(3"+»/2 . (g2" + g*")

where the last line follows from (18). But,

-q4" -q2n        1 - q2" 1

l-q*" 2(1+q4")     2(1 - q2")

Thus we can rewrite (99) as follows:

(ico) £tf(3,8,„)ff. = M-4!M

where ^4'(^) was defined in (44) and

£(«) = 7^-E
.l)n^"(3"+l)/2(l _ q2n^

(q)oo ^ l+q4n

Similarly, the generating function for A(l, 8, «) equals

V^vn   8   „W 1    ^(-l)nqn{in+l)/2'(qn + qln)

(101)        "=° "*°
1    ^(-l)"g"(3"+1)/2-(l+g6")        £(g)     ¿'(g)

(î)oo^ l-q*n 2 2

where the last line is a consequence of

l+q6" 1 - g2" 1
+

l-qs"      2(1 + g4")      2(1 -q2")'

Let /?o(?) denote the generating function for the difference A„(2, 8, «) -

A(3, 8, «). Then,

(102) ßo(q) = \[C'(q) - D'(q) - E(q) + A'(q)].

Using (62) and (63) we obtain the following equations which are equivalent,

respectively, to (14) and (15)

(103) ßo(q) + ßo(-q) + ßo(iq) + ßo(-iq) = 0,

(104) ßo(q) - ßo(-q) - ißo(iq) + ißo(-iq) = 0.

Adding (103) and (104) we obtain

(105) ßo(q) = -{-^ßo(iq) - ^y^A(-ft)

which is equivalent to (103) and (104) together.
Similarly,   if   ßx(q)   denotes the generating function of   A„(2,8,«) -

A(l, 8, «) we obtain

(106) ßx(q) = \[C'(q) - D'(q) + E(q) + A'(q)].
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Using (64) and (65) we obtain the following equations which are equivalent,

respectively, to (16) and (17)

(107) ßx(q) + ßx(-q) - ßx(iq) - ßx(-iq) = 0,

(108) ßx(q) - ßx(-q) + ißx(iq) - ißx(-iq) = 0.

Adding (107) and (108) we obtain the following equation, which is equivalent

to (107) and (108) together

(109) /?,(<?) = {^~^ßx(iq) + {±Y±ßx(-iq).

Adding (105) and (109) we obtain

(HO)   ßo{q) + ßl{q) = ^^[ß^q)-ßo{iq)] + ^^[ßx{-iq)-ßo{-iq)]

which is equivalent to (105) and (109) together. Therefore, if we show the truth

of (110) then (14) to (17) are all true.
Using (102) and (106) we can rewrite (110) as follows

(111) c'(q)+A'(q)-D'(q)={~^E(iq)+{^-±^E(-iq).

To prove (111) we first notice that E(q) is equal to

1
E{q) = (q)

(112) [q)

l-i ^ (-l)"q"(3"+xV2      l + 2^p(-l)"g"<3"+1>/2

2     2^ 1 + iq2n +     2     2^ 1 _ iq2n
n n ^

(l + i)M(q)     (l-i)N(q)

2 2

where the last line follows from equations (75) to (77).

Using (112) the right-hand side of (111) can be rewritten as follows:

(113)
R = ¿[-(1 - i2)M(iq) - (1 - i)2N(iq) - (1 + i)2M(-iq) - (1 - i2)N(-iq)]

= {[-(M(iq) + N(-iq)) + i(N(iq) - M(-iq))]

= M-q)    (q2 ; g4)oo-7i

2 2

where the last line follows from (78) and (79) replacing q by  iq in these
equations.

Meanwhile, in the left-hand side of (111) we can replace A'(q), C'(q) and

D'(q) by A(q), C(q) and D(q) (where these new functions are defined includ-

ing the term for « = 0 in the summation), since the terms corresponding to

« = 0 cancel out. But, A(q), C(q) and D(q) can be written in terms of third
order mock theta functions and certain infinite products using, respectively,

(52), (54) and (30). Thus, the left-hand side of (111) is equal to

ni4x r _  (g;g)oo   , f(q)   (q2\q4)J\
{      } L-4(-q;q)20+    4 2        '

Comparing (113) and (114) we realize that (111) is equivalent to (28), and so
(14) to (17) are true.
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Finally, we establish some simple observations that we need to prove the

equalities between the rank and the crank in equations (10) to (13). These

observations are the following:

(115) N(m, t,n) = N(m, 2t, n) + N(m + t, 2t,n),

(116) M(m, t, «) = M(m, 2t, n) + M(m + t, 2t, n),

i-i í-i

(117) £A(«2,í,«) = £M(«2,í, «)=£(«).
m=0 m=0

As noted by Lewis [L2] the equalities for the rank and the crank in (10) and

(12) follow directly from (8), (115) and (116) using the fact that M(l, 8,2«) =
M(3, 8, 2«) as proved by Garvan [G3].

To prove the equality between the rank and the crank in (11) we start with

(117) with « replaced by 4« + 1 and t = 8 . Thus, we obtain

7 7

(118) YN(m> 8>4" + i) = YM(m> 8-4" + i)-
m=0 m=0

Now, let X be equal to

* = M(0,8,4« + 1) + M(1,8,4« + 1)

(      ' =M(3,8,4« + 1) + Af(4, 8,4« + l)

and let Y be equal to

7 = A(1,8,4«+1) + A(2,8,4«+1)

(      ' = A(3,8,4«+l) + A(4, 8,4/î + l).

With this notation what we want to prove is X = Y. Replacing (119) and ( 120)

in (118), and using (3) and (20), we can rewrite (118) as follows

3y + A(0,8,4« + l) + A(3, 8,4«+l)

= 2X + 2M(2, 8, 4« + 1 ) + M( 1, 8, 4« + 1 ) + M(5 , 8, 4« + 1 ).

Using (15) and (116) we can rewrite (121) as follows

3y + A(0,8,4« + l) + A(3,8,4« + l)
(      ' =2Z + 2A(3, 8,4« +1) + M(1,4,4« +1).

But, by (9) and (115) we have

(123) M(l, 4, 4/1 + 1) = A(0, 4, 4/1 + 1) = A(0, 8, 4« + l) + A(4, 8, 4/1+1).

Replacing (123) in (122) and transposing terms we obtain

(124) 3Y-A(4, 8,4« + l)-A(3,8,4«+l) = 2X

and the equality follows from the definition of Y. The proof of the remaining

equality in (13) is exactly the same.
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